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 Kelsen tried to redefine and develop Austin’s ‘Positivism’ by expounding his ‘Pure

theory of law’.

 Kelsen’s theory is an improvement upon Austin’s Imperative theory in the following

aspects:

 Law need not to be imperative: He rejected Austin’s view that ‘law is a

command’ because Austin introduces subjective consideration whereas he wanted it

as an objective.

 No difference between State and Law: According to Austin, law is the command

of the sovereign and he cannot bound by law. It means State and Law both are

separate from each other. But Kelsen treats Constitutional law binds the State as a

unity of legal order. Therefore, the State and Law are same.



 Law includes within customs: As per the Austin’s theory of law, Laws are enacted
by the political superior or sovereign but customs are not. But Kelsen brought
custom within the definition of law as it is an intermediate norm and a popular
practice which treats legal order as a ‘pyramid of norms’.

 No difference between public law and private law: Austin’s theory pointed out
that public law deals with the rights and duties of sovereign whereas private law
deals with the rights and duties of an individual or private person. But Kelsen
denied to accept any difference in public and private law because according to his
theory both are a part and parcel from the same basic norms.

 International law is a law: Austin considered international law as merely
‘positive morality’ instead of law, thus sovereign is not bound to obey it. Whereas
Kelson considered international law as law and also accepts its primacy over
municipal law, thus its norms become binding upon the State.



 Scope of Jurisprudence: Both had different opinion regarding scope of

jurisprudence. Kelsen’s theory has universal application.

 Nature of law: According to Austin’s theory, law is static in nature whereas law is

dynamic in Kelsen’s theory.

 Law as it is and Law ought to be: Both agreed that law is what it is actually or law

as it and not what ought to be but Kelsen derives pure science of law from ‘ought

propositions’ of juristic science.

 Natural law theory: Natural theory of law was opposed by both but their grounds

of distinction are different. Austin opposed because it contains element of justice

whereas Kelson opposed it because of his own dissatisfaction about the Austrian

Civil Code of 1811 which was based on the theory of natural law.



 Law and State: As per Austin theory law and state are two where pre- existence of 
State or sovereign is essential for the existence of law while according to Kelsen
both are one and same.

 International law: Austin treated international law merely as positive morality 
while Kelsen placed international law over the municipal  or State law. 

 Lack of particularity: Austin’s theory lacks particularity while Kelsen’s theory has 
its hierarchy of norms. 
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